• Sequencing of Chinese DLBCL reveals novel mutation targets and highlights additional/ alternative tumorigenic pathways in these tumors. • DTX1 is frequently mutated in Chinese DLBCL and deleterious mutations in this gene contribute to the activation of the Notch pathway.
Introduction
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is the most common and one of the most aggressive types of lymphoma. 1 It is a heterogeneous entity with distinct biological and pathological subgroups that may be considered as different diseases. 2 At least 2 DLBCL subtypes can be distinguished based on RNA expression profiles 3 : a germinal center B-cell (GCB) variant that exhibits similarities to normal B cells that populate germinal centers, and a subgroup with a gene expression signature similar to the one present in activated B cells (ABC variant).
A number of genetic alterations are characteristic of GCB and ABC subtypes. The t (14;18) translocation that juxtaposes the BCL2 proto-oncogene and the immunoglobulin (IG) heavy-chain (IGH) locus, thereby dysregulating BCL2 expression, is almost exclusively seen in the GCB group, 4 whereas translocations involving the BCL6 locus occur in both subtypes. 5 Other genetic lesions, characteristic of the GCB group, include: amplification of the REL oncogene 4 and activating mutations in EZH2. 6 Constitutive activation of nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) signaling is a hallmark of the ABC subtype where activating mutations in CARD11, 7 CD79B, 8 and MYD88 genes, 9 or inactivation of the TNFAIP3 gene, 10 are often observed. Nevertheless, most of these genes can also be found mutated in a proportion of GCB DLBCL tumors. Genetic lesions in the PRDM1 gene are also common in ABC lymphomas that, thereby, block B-cell differentiation. 11 Disruption of the histonemodifying genes CREBBP 12 and MLL2, 13 inactivation of TP53, and the loss of molecules required for effective tumor immune surveillance such as B2M and CD58 14 are additional recurrent genetic aberrations that are found in all DLBCL subtypes.
DLBCLs are postulated to derive from germinal or post-GCB cells. 15 At the germinal center, illegitimate somatic hypermutation (SHM) and class switch recombination (CSR) events, resulting from activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) activity at non-IG loci, are known to play a major role in the tumorigenesis of DLBCL. 16 Protooncogenes such as PIM1, BCL6, PAX5, or RHOH are frequently targeted by SHM in these tumors, 17 and non-IG SHM targets are also often rearranged in translocations that involve IGH as a partner gene. 18 Dysregulation of DNA repair and damage response mechanisms involved in SHM and CSR processes are likely to play an important role in the propagation of genetic instability in DLBCL. 19 A number of studies on DLBCL, based on next-generation sequencing (NGS) approaches, have been published during recent years, 13, [20] [21] [22] [23] uncovering novel mutation targets, further underscoring the genetic heterogeneity of this disease. Here, we present the first characterization of the coding genome of DLBCLs derived from Chinese patients.
Methods

Patient materials
DNA was extracted from 31 DLBCL frozen biopsies and the respective paired blood samples were collected at Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center (Guangzhou, China) to undergo whole-exome sequencing. Eight samples corresponded to relapse DLBCL cases whereas the remaining derived from unrelated primary tumors that had not undergone treatment before biopsy collection. The median age of the DLBCL patients at diagnosis was 61 years and the cohort comprised 13 women and 18 men. Ten DLBCL samples were classified as GCB, whereas 21 DLBCL samples were classified as non-GCB, according to the Hans algorithm. 24 The tumor content of the DLBCL tumors was estimated to be at least 80% in all cases after histological evaluation. DNA was also extracted from frozen biopsies from an additional 136 Chinese DLBCL cases for cohort expansion studies. The LYN and DTX1 genes were further screened in 96 and 35 DLBCL samples, respectively, collected at Uppsala's University Hospital, Sweden. DNA samples that underwent wholeexome sequencing were isolated by QIAGEN's DNeasy Tissue and Blood kit, according to the manufacturer's instructions. DNA from subsets of samples composing the expanded cohort was extracted by different methodologies. The institutional review boards at the Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center and Uppsala University approved this study.
Exome sequencing
Genomic DNA preparation, exome capture, and Illumina sequencing were performed as described previously. 19 Sequences were aligned to the genome with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner software 25 and single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) were detected with Varscan 26 whereas somatic indels were detected with GATK. 27 All reported variants passed visual inspection using the Integrative Genomics Viewer. 28 
Pathway analysis
Genes affected by nonsilent mutations were assigned to gene sets with the aid of the Molecular Signatures Database, 29 where the "canonical pathway" collections from Biocarta and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes were interrogated. Results were reviewed and only genes with an annotation supported by experimental evidence were considered. Redundant gene sets or pathways from different collections were combined. To compare the mutation loads between different pathways, the number of mutations was normalized against the size of the coding regions of the genes that composed a gene set. Only 1 nonsynonymous mutation per gene was accounted for in each tumor.
Sanger sequencing
Validation of whole-exome sequencing data and screening of the coding regions of CD70, B2M, DTX1, LYN, UBE2A, TMSB4X, TNFAIP3, TP53, and the mutation hotspot regions of NOTCH1 (p.1500-1800 and p.2300-2555) and NOTCH2 (p.2000-2471) genes in a DLBCL cohort, were performed by Sanger sequencing. Specific primers were designed with Primer-BLAST. 30 Primer sequences and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions for each gene are available upon request. PCR products were purified and sequenced at Eurofins MWG Operon.
Notch reporter gene assay
The coding region of DTX1 and the Notch intracellular domain (NCID) of NOTCH1 were amplified from human complementary DNA (cDNA) and ligated into a pcDNA 3.1 mammalian expression vector (Life Technologies). DTX1 mutants were generated by site-directed mutagenesis. DTX1 and NCID expression vectors were cotransfected with a CSL transcription factor-dependent firefly luciferase gene reporter (provided by Prof Jon Aster, Harvard Medical School) that has been described previously. 31 A Renilla luciferase pRL-TK plasmid was used as an internal control. U2OS cells were cultured and transfected in 24-well plates with 50 ng of Notch1 plasmid, 100 ng of DTX1 plasmid, 500 ng of CSL-dependent firefly luciferase gene reporter, and 10 ng of pRL-TK plasmid, with Turbofect (Fermentas). Gene reporter activities were determined after 48 hours using a dualluciferase reporter assay (Promega). Luminometric measurements were performed in a Varioskan Flash microplate reader (Thermo Scientific).
Analysis of protein expression of LYN mutants
The coding region of LYN was amplified from human cDNA and ligated into a pcDNA 3.1 mammalian expression vector (Life Technologies). LYN mutants were generated by site-directed mutagenesis. U2OS cells were cultured and transfected in 6-well plates with 1 mg of LYN plasmids, which were cotransfected with 1 mg of a green fluorescent protein (GFP) construct (transfection efficiency control), with Turbofect (Fermentas). The cells were lysed 48 hours after transfection and cell lysates were run on a 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). LYN and GFP expression were detected with rabbit polyclonal antibodies (Cell Signaling 2732 and 2956, respectively). b-actin served as a loading control (#4967; Cell Signaling).
Whole-genome sequencing and copy number variation detection
Paired tumor and blood DNA samples from 10 DLBCL patients were fragmented by a Covaris E-210 ultrasonicator. By adjusting shearing parameters, DNA fragments were concentrated in 500-bp peaks with 1 library for each sample. These fragments were purified, end-blunted, "A" tailed, and adaptorligated. Ten to 12 cycles of PCR were performed after size selection. Libraries were quantified by a bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) and real-time PCR method using ABI StepOne plus real-time PCR system (Life Technologies). Paired-end, 90-bp read-length sequencing was performed in a HiSequation 2000 sequencer according to the manufacturer's instructions (Illumina). Copy number alterations (CNAs) were detected by means of SegSeq. 32 The resulting copy number segment statuses were defined as copy ratio $1.25 for gain and #0.75 for loss.
Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were performed with GraphPad Prism (version 4.00).
Results
Whole-exome analysis of Chinese DLBCL
Whole-exome capture and sequencing were performed on paired tumor and peripheral blood DNA from 31 Chinese DLBCL patients. A mean sequencing depth higher than 80 times was reached and, on average, 90% of exonic bases were covered by at least 10 sequencing reads (supplemental Table 1 , available on the Blood Web site).
A median of 54 (range, 8-183) somatic, nonsilent mutations per tumor ( Figure 1A ) was detected, when restricting the analysis to mutations represented by at least 10% of the sequencing reads at a base position. Of note, .75% of these mutations were represented by at least 20% of all sequencing reads at a given nucleotide position (supplemental Figure 1 ), suggesting that they derived from major tumor clones. Of the 31 sequenced samples, 23 were derived from primary DLBCL tumors whereas the remaining 8 samples consisted of unrelated relapse cases. No differences were observed in the median number of mutations or SNV patterns between primary and relapse DLBCL samples ( Figure 1A , supplemental Figure 2 ).
We previously reported that DLBCL tumors with genetic defects in mismatch repair (MMR) genes carried higher mutation loads, particularly of insertions and deletions (InDels), than tumors without MMR defects. 19 We have confirmed these findings in the current cohort, which, partially, overlaps with the previous. Somatic mutations in different MMR genes (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 [n 5 2], and PMS1) were detected in 5 tumor samples and these tumors presented a median number of mutations at least 2 times higher than the one encountered in the remaining DLBCL cases ( Figure 1B -C).
Whole-exome sequencing revealed 72 genes that were affected by nonsilent mutations in at least 3 tumor samples (10% of cases) (supplemental Table 2 ). Of these, 38 genes ( Figure 2 ) were considered to be significant mutation targets by comparing the prevalence of nonsilent mutations with the background mutation rate as reported previously. 33 Twenty-eight genes were targeted by nonsilent mutations in at least 4 (13%) DLBCL samples (Figure 2 , supplemental Table 3 ). These included TMSB4X, DCDC5, IGLL5, and SLITRK3, which had not previously been described as recurrently mutated in DLBCL (Figure 2 , supplemental Table 3 ). Additional notable and novel targets of nonsynonymous mutations included LYN, which was found mutated in 3 tumor samples (10%). Other genes such as CD70 carried alterations at greater frequencies than previously reported (supplemental Tables 2-3) .
Genes affected by nonsilent mutations were assigned to canonical pathways with the aid of the Molecular Signatures Database. 29 Alterations occurred frequently in genes involved in the processing of cellular antigens and immune recognition (eg, B2M, CIITA), apoptotic processes (eg, TP53, FAS), or components of B-cell receptor and NF-kB signaling (eg, MYD88, CD79B, LYN, TNFAIP3), among others ( Figure 3 ). Interestingly, proteins involved in ubiquitination processes were previously unappreciated as mutation targets in DLBCL, but found mutated here in a high proportion of cases. They included the recurrently mutated UBE2A and the CUL4B genes. The Notch pathway was also targeted in a number of DLBCL tumors and, interestingly, DTX1 was the most frequent mutation target within this pathway. No significant differences were observed in the targeting of pathways between GCB and non-GCB DLBCL subtypes due to low sample number, although, as expected, mutations in components of B-cell receptor (BCR) and NF-kB signaling were more frequent in the non-GCB subtype.
Mutation validation and mutation prevalence in an expanded cohort of Chinese DLBCL
The exons of B2M, CD70, DTX1, LYN, UBE2A, and TMSB4X genes were screened by Sanger sequencing in a set of 136 DLBCL cases, including the 31 tumors that underwent whole-exome sequencing, which allowed the validation of the variants discovered by the latter method. All 50 somatic variants identified in those genes by wholeexome sequencing could be validated by Sanger sequencing (supplemental Table 4 ). In addition, the TNFAIP3 and TP53 genes were sequenced in 91 DLBCL samples, which allowed the validation of 8 mutations identified in these genes by exome sequencing. Finally, we performed an additional validation of the mutation detection pipeline by Sanger sequencing of regions containing 33 randomly selected mutations, of which 30 could be confirmed. Overall, 96.4% of mutations discovered by exome could be validated by Sanger sequencing.
The prevalence of mutations encountered in the expanded cohort were comparable to the one detected by exome sequencing and confirmed CD70 as one of the most frequently mutated genes in Chinese DLBCL (30 of 136 tumors, 22%, Figure 4 ). In some of the previous NGS studies on DLBCL, CD70 has been found mutated in 7% and 10% of samples analyzed in 2 different studies (supplemental Table 3 ). Nearly half of mutations identified in CD70 were located at splice sites or led to the production of truncated proteins (supplemental Table 4 , Figure 5A ), thus indicating a deleterious effect. Furthermore, 10 tumors and their respective controls that underwent whole-exome sequencing have also been analyzed by whole-genome sequencing (L.C. and Q.P.-H., unpublished data) and loss of CD70 copy number was detected in 3 cases, including 1 tumor that carried a splice-site mutation in this gene (DL43, c.19611G.A, supplemental Table 4 ). Loss of 1 copy of the CD70 locus was always accompanied by loss of genetic material throughout the whole chromosome. The prevalence of deleterious somatic mutations and loss of genetic material at the CD70 locus are supportive of a tumor suppressor role for this gene. Novel mutation targets in DLBCL TMSB4X and LYN also carried nonsynonymous alterations in a considerable proportion of patients: 22 of 136 (16%) and 11 of 136 (8%), respectively ( Figure 4 ). Of note, TMSB4X was recently described as a target of aberrant SHM in DLBCL. 34 However, no details were provided on whether SHM affected the coding regions of the gene. Mutations in LYN have been reported in low frequencies in endometrial, breast, and lung malignancies (http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/ gene/analysis?ln5LYN#histo) but, to the best of our knowledge, have not yet been described for DLBCL. Most mutations affected LYN's kinase domain ( Figure 5B ), and one-third of nonsilent mutations led to premature STOP codons. The effect of 7 mutants on protein expression was analyzed by transfecting U2OS cells with LYN wild-type and mutant constructs. The transfection efficiency was monitored by cotransfection of the GFP construct as well as measurement of RNA expression of LYN constructs by quantitative PCR (qPCR) (data not shown). The nonsense mutations (p.R198* and M380fs*10) led to abrogated protein expression whereas 1 missense mutation (p. L311P) seemed to cause a reduction on LYN expression ( Figure 5C ). Of note, LYN mutations were present both in GCB and non-GCB DLBCL cases (Figure 4) . A Swedish cohort of 96 DLBCL samples was also screened for mutations in LYN and novel, nonsynonymous mutations were discovered in 2 cases (2%, supplemental Table 4 , samples with UL ID). No significant differences were observed between GCB and non-GCB subsets or between primary and relapse samples in the mutation frequencies of genes screened in this validation cohort, although CD70 and DTX1 mutations were found at a lower frequency in the relapse samples (supplemental Figure 3 ).
Analysis of DTX1 mutations
Nonsilent mutations in DTX1 were discovered in 16 of 136 (12%) Chinese DLBCL cases (Figure 4 ). Remarkably, all mutations identified were located in the first exon of DTX1, which encodes for the most part of an N-terminal protein-interaction domain (WWE1) ( Figure 6A ). In total, 43 mutations were identified in DTX1 with a nonsilent/silent ratio of 2.9. Several nucleotide positions were hotspots for the accumulation of mutations that preferentially affected cytosines and guanines (84% of all SNVs). These were preferentially located at WRC/GYW motifs (P , .001, Fisher exact test, Figure 6B ), thus suggesting that DTX1 is a target for AID activity and aberrant SHM. Furthermore, all recurrently affected cytosines or guanines were located at WRC/GYW motifs. SHM targets are often involved in chromosomal rearrangements but no breakpoints could be observed at the DTX1 locus in 35 DLBCL samples analyzed by fluorescent in situ hybridization (data not shown). To investigate whether mutations in DTX1 could also be identified in an independent cohort from Table 4 , samples with UL ID). DTX1's N-terminal WWE domains mediate the direct interaction of this protein with the NCID. 35 DTX1 was previously shown to inhibit Notch1 activity by impeding the recruitment of transcriptional coactivators by Notch1, thereby repressing the expression of Notch target genes. 36 We have characterized a selected set of DTX1 mutations ( Figure 6C ) by making use of a firefly luciferase gene reporter that is activated by the CSL (also known as RBPJ) transcription factor, a major target of Notch activation. U2OS cells were cotransfected with a CSL-responsive luciferase gene reporter, an intracellular domain of Notch1 (NCID1) construct, and a wildtype or mutant DTX1 constructs. Cotransfection of the wild-type form of DTX1 with NCID completely inhibited the activation of the CSL-responsive reporter ( Figure 6C ). Four mutants (p.P11fs*2, p.W30*, p.E49D, and p.D75A) displayed significantly decreased ability to repress the NCID-induced transcription of the reporter gene ( Figure 6C ). Although the p.H34 position is well conserved in vertebrates ( Figure 6D 37 ), none of the 3 discovered amino acid substitutions at this position affected the repressor activity of DTX1 in this luciferase assay. Nevertheless, the 4 mutations that displayed a functional consequence were present in 40% of the DLBCL cases that carried nonsilent mutations in DTX1. Furthermore, one would expect that additional truncating mutations (eg, p.W28*) that have not been included in the current assay would compromise DTX1's function. Comparable RNA expression of DTX1 constructs was monitored by qPCR (data not shown).
In the whole-exome sequencing cohort NOTCH1 and NOTCH2 mutations were present in only 1 and 2 DLBCL cases, respectively. After screening the mutation hotspots of NOTCH1 and NOTCH2, mutations were discovered in 6% and 7% of samples, respectively (supplemental Table 6 ). DTX1 and NOTCH1/2 mutations were in general mutually exclusive except in one case, DL29, where mutations in both DTX1 and NOTCH2 were observed (supplemental Tables 4 and 6 ).
Discussion
NGS technologies have allowed a high-throughput, comprehensive characterization of cancer genomes at unprecedented rates. The high prevalence of mutations discovered in the H3K4-methyltransferase gene MLL2 constitutes one of the most significant findings by NGS Figure 3 . Pathways most frequently affected by somatic mutations in Chinese DLBCL. Mutation rates were calculated by dividing the total number of mutations encountered in a pathway by the size of coding regions of all genes belonging to that gene set and the number of tumors sequenced (n 5 31). studies and highlighted the role of epigenetic dysregulation in the progression of DLBCL. 13 MEF2B is an additional gene that was found mutated in a considerable proportion of DLBCL tumors by different NGS approaches. 13, 20 Although reports from different NGS studies on DLBCL display some overlap, significant differences distinguish them in the mutation frequencies reported for particular genes. 13, [20] [21] [22] [23] This observation underscores the heterogeneity of DLBCL as a disease entity and supports the further characterization of these tumors, particularly when derived from different populations.
In our study, we observed mutations in previously known targets in DLBCL such as B2M, CD70, MYD88, PIM1, BTG1, BTG2, TP53, and CD79B but also identified novel or previously unappreciated mutation targets such as TMSB4X, UBE2A, DTX1, CXCR4, and LYN. Of those, 11 genes had not been described as mutated in DLBCL (marked with green shadow, supplemental Table 3 ). On the other hand, genes such as BCL2, EZH2, MEF2B, and MLL2 were mutated at lower frequencies than previously found (supplemental Table 3 ). Apart from MEF2B, which presented suboptimal sequencing coverage (median ,20 times), the remaining genes were adequately covered by sequencing reads (.40 times) and, thus, their low mutation frequency is unlikely to be caused by technical failures during exome enrichment and sequencing.
CD70 was the most prevalent mutation target in the current cohort of Chinese DLBCL. In normal physiological conditions, CD70 expression is restricted to a subset of activated B, T, and dendritic cells, but its expression has also been described in several cancers, including B-cell lymphomas. 38, 39 CD70 was previously shown to be able to transduce proliferative signals in malignant B cells, thus promoting tumor development. 38 On the other hand, CD70 is believed to function as a costimulatory molecule and a ligand for the CD27 receptor, and its expression is important for the generation of T-cell immunity, including T-cell-mediated antitumor responses. 39, 40 In light of this, the targeting of CD70 by deleterious mutations and loss of chromosomal material at its locus (this report, Scholtysik et al, 41 and Bertrand et al 42 ) could be interpreted as a mechanism of immune escape where malignant B cells circumvent T-cell activation. The observation of CD70 defects in a large proportion of DLBCL cases could support the employment of CD27 agonists to stimulate antitumor immunity in patients, 40 although unwanted autoimmune effects must be considered.
One of the most notable novel mutation targets discovered by the present study is LYN. This gene encodes a Src-family tyrosine kinase that is expressed in a variety of cell types, including B cells. LYN plays an important role in the transmission of signals from the BCR through phosphorylation of immunoreceptor tyrosinebased inhibitory/activating motifs (ITIM/ITAM) of proteins that associate in the BCR complex. 43 LYN-deficient mice display hyperactivation of BCR signaling and autoimmune phenotypes, Figure 5 . Diagrams summarizing the mutations identified in CD70 and LYN. Mutations affecting the CD70 gene were often protein truncating or located at the donor splice site of the exon 2 (A). Mutations in LYN were most often located in the kinase domain of the protein, thus potentially affecting signal transduction through this molecule (B). Wild-type and mutant LYN constructs were transfected into U2OS cells and protein expression detected by immunoblotting. Mutations tested affected LYN's expression to variable levels (C). neg, negative control (without transfection).
suggesting that LYN is required for the induction of B-cell tolerance and supporting its role as a negative feedback regulator of BCR signaling. 44, 45 LYN has been shown to phosphorylate the ITIM domains of the CD22 inhibitory receptor, among others, leading to the recruitment of phosphatases (eg, SHP-1, SHIP-1) and suppression of BCR signaling. 46, 47 The accumulation of deleterious mutations in LYN could constitute an additional mechanism by which DLBCLs augment BCR signaling by avoiding negative feedback signals resulting from LYN's overactivation. The functional elucidation of the mutations discovered here is of utmost importance as an additional subgroup of DLBCL patients could benefit from therapeutic interventions that target the chronically activated BCR signaling. 48 DTX1 was affected by nonsilent mutations in 12% of tumors analyzed, both in the discovery and expanded cohorts. To our knowledge, this is the first report describing DTX1 as the most frequently mutated member of the Notch signaling pathway. Previously, mutations in DTX1 were reported at lower frequencies in DLBCL (4%-6%) and splenic marginal zone lymphomas (SMZLs) (2%). 21, 23, 49 Additionally, the DTX1 locus was recently proposed to constitute a target of aberrant SHM in DLBCL, but no protein-coding alterations were reported. 34 In addition to being a transcriptional target of Notch, 50 DTX1 was also demonstrated to negatively regulate Notch activity at the protein level, thus constituting a potential inhibitory feedback mechanism of the Notch pathway. 36 Notch signaling is an evolutionary conserved pathway that exerts distinct effects on cellular development in particular contexts, being able to provide both survival and growth arrest signals to cells. 51 Oncogenic activation of the Notch signaling pathway is a hallmark of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia, mainly through the establishment of gain-of-function mutations in the Notch1 receptor. 52 This mechanism of Notch activation is also observed in subsets of chronic lymphocytic leukemia, mantle cell lymphomas, and DLBCL. 52, 53 Notch 2 gain-of-function mutations were recently shown to represent one of the most frequent genetic alterations in SMZL and have also been described in a minority of DLBCL. 49, 52 In this work, DTX1 truncating mutations that abolished protein function or amino acid substitutions that impaired DTX1's inhibitory role in Notch signaling were discovered in several tumors. Furthermore, DTX1 mutations that do not show an effect in the Notch1-mediated transcriptional activation of target genes might still be relevant in contexts of noncanonical Notch signaling. 54 We propose that the accumulation of deleterious mutations in DTX1, which were in general mutually exclusive with NOTCH1 and NOTCH2 mutations, constitute an additional mechanism by which B cells may acquire oncogenic Notch signaling in DLBCLs. The discovery that additional Notch signaling molecules are mutated in a relevant proportion of DLBCL might support the development of therapeutic strategies that target this pathway in DLBCL patients.
Here we present the first analysis of the coding genome of a Chinese DLBCL cohort. We report novel mutation targets and genes that might be affected at different frequencies than previously reported for Western cohorts. Such differences could not be explained by the inclusion of a few relapse DLBCL cases in the discovery cohort as the overall mutation frequency and mutation spectrum were not significantly different between primary and relapse samples. Furthermore, the mutation frequencies of specific genes of interest in the expanded cohort of 136 DLBCLs were not significantly different between the 2 groups. Our discovery cohort was mainly composed of non-GCB DLBCL cases (68%), which is in line with previous observations that the GCB subtype is less frequent in Asian patients. 55, 56 Although different prevalence of disease subgroups might partially explain discrepancies between studies, several mutation targets in DLBCL, including the genes studied here, affect GCB and non-GCB subsets at comparable frequencies. A different spectrum of somatic mutations might also be caused by the distinct genetic backgrounds of Asian and Western populations, as germline variations have been shown to influence the somatic alterations that occur in tumors. 57 Moreover, exposure to certain etiological agents such as infectious diseases, including oncogenic viruses, or dietary habits could result on the usage of different oncogenic pathways. Indeed, 45% of the Chinese patients screened by exome sequencing presented some types of chronic infection at diagnosis including hepatitis B virus (23%), Epstein-Barr virus (10%), Helicobacter pylori (10%), and tuberculosis (10%), most of which have been shown to be highly prevalent in Chinese populations. [58] [59] [60] Finally, it is important to note that different technical platforms and analysis pipelines used may lead to variable results and that previously published NGS studies as well as our own have limited power to detect those cancer driver genes that are mutated in ,10% to 20% of samples, as the total number of screened DLBCL samples remains low. 61 Intertumor heterogeneity carries important implications for the management of DLBCL patients, as targeted therapies are aimed at exploring specific genetic alterations in tumors. Our observations support the need for characterization of a greater number of DLBCLs derived from different populations and the refinement of disease subgroups based on the molecular defects discovered by the NGS studies.
